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Abstract: The performance of different types of weighted citation networks for detecting emerging research fronts was investigated by a comparative study in the existing work. The citation networks are constructed and then divided into clusters to detect the research front. Additionally, some measures to weighted citations like difference in publication years between citing and cited papers and similarities of keywords between them, which are expected to be able to effectively detect emerging research fronts, were applied. However, the functions of deciding the edge’s weight in the citation networks are decided based on the experiments. For deciding the effective weight’s functions automatically depending on the characteristics of the dataset, a learning method is important. In this paper, we propose the novel learning method based on the Neural Networks for deciding the edge’s weights for the citation networks. We have been evaluating our proposed method in three research domains including Gallium nitride, Complex Networks, and Nano-carbon. We demonstrate that our proposed method has the best performance of each approach by using the following measures of extracted research fronts: visibility, speed, and topological and field relevance than the existing methods.
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1. Introduction

Over the past several decades, the number of academic papers has increased exponentially [1], and each academic area has become specialized and segmented. Davidson et al. [2] describe the situation as follows: “For most of history, mankind has suffered from a shortage of information. Now, in just the infancy of the electronic age, we have begun to suffer from information excess.” Therefore, it is hard for researchers to perceive their specialized fields as a whole, and segmentation occurs simultaneously with specialization, which brings a severe problem and also opportunity to find crucial knowledge by integrating different domains. Naturally, it is hard for researchers and managers to detect a research front in the early stages by human effort only. There is a strong need for computational tools of science mapping and emerging topic detection. Previous studies have established effective algorithms for creating academic landscapes and for detecting emerging topics for certain research fronts.

To support the detection of research fronts and visualization of academic landscapes, methods of science mapping by citation analysis have been proposed and developed [3], [4], [5]. Researchers have also focused on clustering and visualization. For example, Leydesdorff [6] made a large-scale investigation of a set of academic papers. Not only creating static academic landscapes, topological and semantic analysis of a citation network also helps us to focus on significant movements in research fronts and emerging research fields in a broad context [7]. By analyzing the relationships between the academic research and the social problems, the important path for solving the social problems can be detected [8]. The other approach is to detect emerging clusters of densely connected papers. Price et al. [1] employed the concept of a research front, that is, a research domain under development where papers cite each other densely. Scientists tend to cite the most recently published articles in their papers; therefore, the network belonging in a research front becomes very tight. In a given field, a research front refers to the body of articles that scientists actively cite. Researchers have been studying quantitative methods that can be used to identify and track a research front as it evolves over time. Small and Griffith [9] showed that activated scientific specialists generate clusters of co-cited papers. Braam et al. [10] also investigated the topics discussed in co-cited clusters by analyzing the frequency of indexing terms and classification codes occurring in these publications.

Fujita et al. [11] conducted the comparative studies for showing the characteristics of paper-paper weighted citation networks created by different citation patterns with different weight types. In particular, average publication year, similarities of citation information and similarities of keywords are effective information attributes for detecting research fronts. By introducing them as weights of links to the citation network, it is expected to detect research fronts compared with the non-weighted citation networks effectively. However, the weighting functions of edges are decided based on the human’s knowledge in this existing work. In other words, the functions of deciding the edge’s weight in the citation networks are decided based on the experiments in the
existing work. For deciding the effective weight’s functions automatically depending on the characteristics of the dataset, a learning method is important. In addition, the combinations between four kinds of the weights proposed in the existing works (Frequency of citations, Publication years, Reference Similarity and Research Field Similarity) are effective for detecting the research fronts. Therefore, the learning technique is necessary to find the optimal combinations between four kinds of the weights.

In this paper, we propose a novel learning method based on the Neural Networks for deciding the edge’s weights for the citation networks. By introducing the Neural Networks model to the weighted citation networks, the optimal combinations between four kinds of the weights (Frequency of citations, Publication years, Reference Similarity and Research Field Similarity) can be achieved. We also evaluate the performance of each method in detecting a research front by comparing visibility, speed, and topological and research field relevance of clustering. We evaluate the proposed method with the object of the best method for detecting the research front is the one that can detect a large, textually and topologically uniform cluster of papers at an earlier stage compared with the method without the learning. By considering the differences, we discuss which type of weight and citation patterns is most suitable for detecting emerging knowledge domains from diverse facets of evaluation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First, we give an overview of research domains analyzed in our comparative case study. Next, we describe the methodology based on the network clustering and network measures. Then, we present and discuss the performance of the types of weighted citation network for detecting emerging research fronts. Finally, we present our overall conclusions.

2. Research Domains and Core Papers

This paper studies the following three research domains. Gallium nitride (GaN) is widely recognized as a recent prominent innovation in the fields of applied physics and material science. Complex network (CNW) analysis is also recognized as pioneering a new research field after the leading works by physicists has received attention. Nano-carbon (carbon nanotube [CNT]) is well known as a recent prominent innovation in the fields of applied physics and material science. They are typical examples of recent remarkable innovations having somewhat different characteristics (e.g., breakthrough of the rapid development, material or model-based innovation). These three domains are the same with those selected in our previous studies [11], [12].

Core Papers are research papers that receive citations soon after publication, relative to other papers of the same field and age. Generally, papers reach their citation peak two, three, or even four years after publication. However, core papers are recognized very soon after publication, reflected by rapid and significant numbers of citations [13]. These papers are often key researches in their fields. In this paper, core papers are defined as highly cited papers published in the rapid-growth years expected for the review papers using Web of Science, which is a Web-based user interface of the Institute for Scientific Information’s (ISI) citation databases. Rapid-growth years in each domain are as follows: Gallium nitride, 1991-1994; CNW, 1998-2001; CNT, 1990-1994. A list of core papers in each domain, which opened a new research frontier, is shown as follows: In GaN, we define the core papers as (A-1) NAKAMURA S, 1991, JPN J APPL PHYS PT 2, V30, P1705 (Nakamura, 1991) and (A-2) NAKAMURA S, 1992, JPN J APPL PHYS PT 1, V31, P1258 (Nakamura 1992). In CNW, we define the core paper as (B-1) Watts DJ, 1998, NATURE, V393, P440 (Watts and Strogatz, 1998) and (B-2) Barabasi AL, 1999, SCIENCE, V286, P509 (Barabasi and Albert, 1999). In CNT, we define the core paper as (C) IJIMA, S, 1991, NATURE, V354, P56 (Iijima, 1991).

3. Basic Methodology

3.1 Data Collection

First, we collected citation data from the Science Citation Index (SCI) and the Social Sciences Citation Index (SSCI), which maintains citation databases covering thousands of academic journals and offers bibliographic database services, because SCI and SSCI are two of the best sources for citation data. We used the Web of Science, which is a Web-based user interface of the ISI’s citation databases. We searched the papers using the following terms as queries: “GaN OR gallium nitride” for the first domain, “social networks OR social network OR random networks OR random network OR small-world OR scale-free OR complex networks” for the second domain, and “carbon AND (nano* OR micro*)” for the third domain.

In this paper, queries were selected according to the following two steps: (a) the representative keyword, such as gallium nitride and social network, is selected and (b) if the definition of its domain is unclear, more keywords, such as random network, small-world, scale-free, and complex networks, were added. The second step is called as query expansion [14]. Our intention in using so many terms is to retain wide coverage of citation data in order to avoid omission of core papers. For example, we selected the seven search queries in CNW by the query expansion. After selecting the seven queries, we evaluated that these queries retain wide coverage of citation data with avoiding omission of core papers and stopped expanding the queries to eight or more. The queries for each dataset explained in the previous paragraph are the same as those in the previous paper [11], [12], but retrieved data is not exactly the same because of the data expansion of bibliographic records registered in ISI’s databases.

3.2 Creating Weighted Citation Networks

After collecting the data including the published year, title, author(s), abstract, author keywords, and citation based on the queries, we create weighted citation networks. We create citation networks by regarding papers as nodes and citations between papers directly as edges.

We define the citation graphs \( G = (N, E, w) \) comprising a set \( N \) of nodes, with each node \( N_i \) representing a paper \( p_i \) and a set \( E \) of edges, with each edge \( E_{ij} \) directed from the citing node \( N_i \) to the cited node \( N_j \), or from the citing node \( N_i \) to the cited node \( N_j \). \( E_{ij} \) means the number of citations between \( p_i \) and \( p_j \). Usually, the number of direct citations is one; however, the number of co-citations and bibliographic-couplings is more than one.
In other words, we will build the citation networks defined as a weighted non-directed graph, with each paper representing a node and three patterns of citations representing the edges in the graph. Each node \((N_i)\) has several attributes: paper title, author(s), year of publication \((y_i)\) and journal name, reference information \((R_i)\), and Research Field \((F_j)\). Research Field is a set by the authors when they write the papers.

The network is created in each year, enabling a time-series analysis of citation networks. When we create citation networks on year \(y\), we use the data of papers published from 1970 to \(y\). In this paper, only the largest-graph component is used because this paper focuses on the relationship among papers, and we should therefore eliminate papers that have no link with the largest-graph component.

The definitions of these weights are as follows:

(i) Frequency of citations: \(w(E_{ij}) = E_{ij}\)

(ii) Publication years: \(w(E_{ij}) = ((y_i + y_j)/2 \geq 1970) \text{ if } (y_i + y_j)/2 < 1970, w(E_{ij}) = 0\)

(iii) Reference Similarity: \(w(E_{ij}) = Jaccard(R_i, R_j) + 1\)

(iv) Research Field Similarity:
\[
w(E_{ij}) = Jaccard(F_i, F_j) + 1
\]

*Jaccard \((x, y) = x \cap y / x \cup y\) (Jaccard similarity is defined by Jaccard [15]).

By introducing four types of weights based on the attributes, we can detect the research fronts reflecting the important attributes, such as new research fronts growing rapidly.

3.3 Topological Clustering

After that, we divided the papers in the network into clusters. For dividing into clusters, a fast-modularity clustering proposed by Newman [16] is applied in order to discover tightly knit clusters with a high density of within-cluster edges, which enables the creation of a weighted graph consisting of a large number of nodes. The algorithm is based on the modularity \(Q\), which is defined as follows:

\[
Q = \sum_{s} \left( w_{ss} - a_s^2 \right) = Tr(w) - ||a||^2
\]

where \(w_{ss}\) is the possibility of the weights of edges in the network that connected nodes in cluster \(s\) to those in cluster \(i\), and \(a_s = \sum_t w_{st}\). In the first part of the equation, \(Tr(w)\) represents the sum of weights of edges within each cluster. A high value of this parameter means that nodes are densely connected within each cluster. The second part of the equation, \(||a||\), represents the sum of density of weights of edges within each cluster when all edges are placed randomly.

In Newman’s method, edges that connect clusters sparsely and extract clusters within which nodes are connected densely are cut. A high value of \(Q\) represents good community division where only dense edges remain within clusters and sparse edges between clusters are cut off, and \(Q = 0\) means that a particular division gives no more within-community edges than would be expected by random chance. Then, the algorithm to optimize \(Q\) over all possible divisions to find the best structure of clusters is as follows. Starting with a state in which each node is the only member of one of the \(n\) clusters, we repeatedly join clusters together in pairs, choosing at each step the joining that results in the greatest increase in \(Q\). The change in \(Q\) upon joining two clusters is given by

\[
\Delta Q = w_{ss} + w_{tt} - 2a_s a_t
\]

In this paper, we stop joining when \(\Delta Q < 0\).

3.4 Topological Measures for Evaluating Citation Networks

For comparing the tendency of four types of weighted citation networks, visibility, speed, and topological and field relevance are calculated after clustering for each cluster to which these selected core papers belong. In this paper, we assume that the important research front is detected as a larger and more relevant cluster at an earlier stage.

When the normalized size of the cluster is larger, we can more easily distinguish the existence of emerging clusters from other clusters. When the average publication year of the cluster is younger, it means that the cluster can be speedily detected at its emerging stage. If there is a time lag during detection, the lack of methodologies' speed prevents us from finding the research fronts in the emerging stage. In other words, the lack of speed of emerging detections could fail to grow the seeds of innovations in the industry. Therefore, we consider the speed as the one of the most important measure for evaluating the methodologies. If the cluster is denser, we can check whether clustering is successful for dividing into clusters in the citation networks. If the cluster is more textually relevant, we can detect the textually similar clusters.

The size of a cluster is defined as normalized size to the relative in order to compare certain types of weights:

\[
|N_i| / |N| \times 100
\]

where \(N\) is the total number of entire nodes \(N\) and \(|N_i| \in C\) is the number of nodes in cluster \(C\).

The density is defined as follows:

\[
|E_i| / |N_i| \times |C|_2
\]

where \(|E_i| \in C\) is the number of edges, both of the nodes are in cluster \(C\), and \(|N_i| \times |C|_2\) is the number of combinations from \(N\) to \(2\).

The research field similarity between clusters are defined as follows:

\[
\sum_{i \in C} \sum_{j \in C} |F_i \cap F_j| / |F_i \cup F_j|
\]

where \(|F_i \cap F_j|\) is the number of overlapped fields between \(F_i\) and \(F_j\), and \(|F_i \cup F_j|\) is the number of fields in \(F_i\) or \(F_j\).

In addition, the average of the publication year of all papers is defined as follows:

\[
\sum_{i \in C} y_i / |C|
\]

4. Learning Method for Weighted Citation Network Analysis Using Neural Network Model

The proposed approach is aimed at finding the most suitable
weighting function of the citation network’s edges by combining a weighting function defined in the previous section. After that, we show the detailed descriptions of the proposed approach.

**Neural Network Model**

Figure 1 shows the Neural Network Model proposed in this paper. The Neural Network has the input layer, the middle layers and the output layer. The middle layer exists between the input layer and the output layer. Each middle layer has nodes with attributes and functions for linking the input and output layers. By changing the function for combining the values from the input layer, the values to the output layer become different. In other words, the function for combining the values from the input layer can be improved by repeating the procedures.

In our proposed model, we consider the four weighting functions for calculating the edges of citation networks written in the previous section as the nodes in the input layer. In the middle layer, the combination functions among the four weighting functions for calculating the edges of citation networks are regarded as the nodes.

\[
X = (x_0, \ldots, x_3)
\]

means the weighting functions of the edges of the citation network. \(\Omega\) means the functions for combining every input values \((X)\), \(I = (i_0, \ldots, i_M)\) means the outputs by calculating the function \(\Omega\) when the number of the nodes in the middle layer is \(M\). We can get the \(I^* = (i_{0}^*, \ldots, i_{M}^*)\) by generating the weighted citation networks using \(I\), and conducting the clustering. Finally, we get the size, year, similarity, and density written in the previous section, and select a node with highest evaluation value, which considers the size, year, similarity, and density.

Figure 2 shows the flow of the proposed method with learning. One of the big differences between the existing work [11] and our proposed method is the step of learning and updating the weights based on the evaluation metrics. By repeating these procedures until finding the optimal combinations of the four weighting functions of deciding the weights of edges of the citation network, we can find the research fronts more effective. After that, we show the detail learning method using the Neural Network.

**Weighting Functions between Initial Layer and Middle Layer**

In the middle layer, the weights of the citations are calculated using the functions between the initial layer and the middle layer. In our method, the initial values of the functions for combining every input values are set as 0 or 1, randomly. The renewed function between the initial layer and the middle layer is defined as the Eq. (7).

\[
i_0 = \sum_{j=1}^{\infty} x_j \bar{\omega}_j
\]

\(i_0\) means the \(n^{th}\) node in the middle layer. In the Eq.(7), \(i_0\) is calculated using the weighted summing. \(i_0, \ldots, i_M\), which is the output from the functions between the input and middle layer have been normalized using the the highest and lowest limits in the renewing step.

**Updating the functions in the middle layer**

After defining the weighting functions in the middle layer, the cluster with the core paper is selected by generating the weighted citation networks and conducting the clustering. The clusters with the core paper generated by the functions are evaluated based on the size, year, density, and field similarity written in the previous section. The detailed procedures of updating the function for combining every input values are as follows:

We assume that \(\bar{\omega}_0 = (\omega_0, \omega_1, \omega_2, \omega_3), \ldots, \bar{\omega}_3 = (\omega_0, \omega_1, \omega_2, \omega_3) (\omega_0, \ldots, \omega_3 \in \Omega)\). The updating vector for the function for combining every input values is \(\bar{u}\).

1. The highest nodes of the middle layer based on each topological measure are selected. The set of the four selected nodes are represented as Select. The elements of Select are the nodes which are the highest values in the four topological measures (size, year, density, similarity). For example, when the \(i_0\) is the highest in the size and the year measures, \(i_2\) is the highest in the density measure, and \(i_1\) is the highest in the similarity measure, Select = \((i_0, i_0, i_2, i_1)\).

2. \(\bar{u}\) for the function for combining every input values is defined as the average-sum of the functions for combining every input values which outputs are Select. For example, \(\bar{u}\) is calculated as follows when Select = \((i_0, i_0, i_2, i_1)\): \(\bar{u} = (\bar{\omega}_0 + \bar{\omega}_0 + \bar{\omega}_2 + \bar{\omega}_3)/4\).

3. \(\bar{\omega}_k^{(i+1)}\) is updated to \(\bar{\omega}_k^{(i+1)}\) by the following function: \(\bar{\omega}_k^{(i+1)} = (\bar{\omega}_k^{(i)} + \bar{u})/2\).

These procedures are repeated until the conditions of stopping learning. After the one-time repeating, the best weighting functions of the edges of the citation networks are reserved for using the step 1. In other words, the highest nodes of the middle layer based on each topological measure are selected from \(I^*\) as \(i_{\text{max}}\).

**Conditions of Ending the Learning Process**

The conditions of ending the learning process are as follows:

1. The functions in the middle layer aren’t updated.
2. All patterns of the functions in the middle layer are finished.

Usually, the learning is stopped when the functions in the mid-
dle layer aren’t updated because the updating functions lead to the maximum point of each topological measure.

5. Experimental Results

In this experiment, we applied our proposed method to three research fields (Gallium nitride, Complex network, and Carbon Nanotube) to evaluate. We compared the $Q_{\text{max}}$ and four topological measures (cluster size, average publication year, field similarity, density) among five types of the weighted citation networks. The number of the nodes in the middle layer is four in this experiment. As discussed in Sections 2 and 3, we have prepared the datasets for those three domains and applied our method to them.

Table 1 shows the results of each weighting function and the proposed approach. In Table 1, “(i)” means that the weighted function of the citation network is decide by “(i) Frequency of citations.” “(ii)” means that the weighted function of the citation network is decide by “(ii) Publication years.” “(iii)” means that the weighted function of the citation network is decide by “(iii) Reference Similarity.” “(iv)” means that the weighted function of the citation network is decide by “(iv) Research Field Similarity.” “(learning)” means our proposed method.

By comparing the proposed learning method with the existing weighted functions in each research field, our proposed method is higher in the similarity, year, and density than the other weighted functions in all core papers of the Gallium nitride field. In addition, our proposed method is higher in the size than the other weighted functions in the Gallium nitride field expected for the GaN-1. In the complex network field, the results of the comparisons between the learning method and others are almost same. Especially, our learning method can detect the research fronts clearly compared with other methods because the similarity and the density are high in Gallium nitride and Carbon Nanotube.

On the other hand, the scores of our proposed learning method aren’t the highest values than other methods in the Carbon Nanotube field. Our proposed method considers many kinds of the attributes of paper, therefore, it tries to improve all measures when there are trade-offs between the measures. However, this situation is dependent on the characteristics of the dataset. Therefore, the proposed learning method can improve for finding the research fronts in several kinds of the datasets compared with the methods without the learning.

6. Conclusion

This paper proposed the novel Neural Network Model for defining the edge’s weights for the citation networks. By introducing the Neural Network Model to the weighted citation networks, the optimal combinations between four kinds of the weights (Frequency of citations, Publication years, Reference Similarity and Research Field Similarity) can be achieved. We also evaluated the performance of each method in detecting a research front by comparing visibility, speed, and topological and research field relevance of clustering. Our proposed method could detect the research fronts is the one that can detect a large, textually and topologically uniform cluster of papers at an earlier stage compared with the method without the learning in the experiments.

Future works will address improvements of updating functions in the neural network model. Our learning method sometimes unspreads quickly despite that it isn’t optimal. The method for solving this problem is to employ the random nature in updating.
the functions in the middle layer. Another important future work is to address the temporal aspect of the analysis of a citation network such as the evolution and emergence of new clusters and their underlying knowledge domains using our proposed method.
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